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UNIVERSAL EARBUD LONG

UNIVERSAL EARBUD SHORT

UCLEAR's universal earbud accessory lets customers enjoy
the benefits of UCLEAR advanced military technology in-ear.
With no boom mic and the same proven Advanced Beam Forming
technology, the Universal Earbud Long was designed for use
in half helmets, 3/4 helmets and beanies, delivering noise
cancellation and stereo sound in extreme motion environments.

UCLEAR's universal earbud accessory lets customers enjoy
the benefits of UCLEAR advanced military technology in-ear.
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KIT INCLUDES

KIT INCLUDES

Hi-fidelity stereo in-ear earbuds with microphones
Earphone pouch
Velcro attachments
Silicone earbud tips

Hi-fidelity stereo in-ear earbuds with microphones
Earphone pouch
Velcro attachments
Silicone earbud tips

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Driver Diameter: 9mm
Frequency Response: 15Hz-22KHz
Impendance: 32ohms
Sensitivity: 98+-5dB
Cord Length: 80cm/31in (20cm/8in from ear to mic)

Driver Diameter: 9mm
Frequency Response: 15Hz-22KHz
Impendance: 32ohms
Sensitivity: 98+-5dB
Cord Length: 80cm/31in (7cm/3in from ear to mic)

CONNECT YOUR WORLD
Please check with the relevant authorities for local safety
legislation before using the UCLEAR earbuds or helmet
communication system on the road.
Logo and images are the responsibility of BITwave.
Copyright 2013.For more information on other UCLEAR
products, please visit us online at uclear-digital.com.
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Hi-fidelity, in-ear speakers with embedded mics
for use in half helmets, 3/4 helmets and beanies.
Compatable with HBC100 PLUS and HBC200 series.
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CONNECT YOUR WORLD
Please check with the relevant authorities for local safety
legislation before using the UCLEAR earbuds or helmet
communication system on the road.

Hi-fidelity, in-ear speakers with embedded mics

Logo and images are the responsibility of BITwave.
Copyright 2013.For more information on other UCLEAR
products, please visit us online at uclear-digital.com.

Compatable with HBC100 PLUS and HBC200 series.

for use in full faced helmets.
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